
   

FIM and 2Play sign a Promoter Agreement for X-Trial 
The Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme (FIM) and the company 2Play are pleased to 
announce that they have signed a Promoter Agreement for the FIM X-Trial World Championship 
(indoor trial). The Agreement, initially for five years, will take effect for the 2017-18 season 
starting this autumn. This partnership is in line with the FIM’s strategic objectives for the 
development of the quality of its World Championships and the modernisation of its organisation. In 
addition to the X-Trial des Nations, the 2017-18 calendar should feature between 7 and 8 events. 

The FIM President Vito Ippolito welcomes the Agreement: "For some time now, the FIM Board and 
the Trial Commission have been exploring ways of reinvigorating our indoor Trial World 
Championship. The new concept put forward by 2Play and their ideas for the sporting side are very 
appealing. Also, the considerable experience of Bernard Estripeau and Josep Vergel in the world of 
motorcycling sport and of Trial in particular impressed us as a solid indicator of their ability to 
carry off the growth of this spectacular discipline. The FIM looks forward to working with 2Play for 
this new chapter in the history of X-Trial.” 

2Play Event Production Manager Bernard Estripeau added: "This new working relationship with 
the FIM and 2Play will enable us to launch a new concept for X-Trial. The rules will be a total 
innovation in our discipline. This new system will enable us to change the concept of the zones and 
open up the sport to a larger number of riders. We also hope to attract young riders into the 

discipline. Altogether, the new concept should make the sport more spectacular and dynamic.” 

 

Toni Bou (Repsol Honda) at the 2017 X-Trial des Nations - Pau (FRA) 
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ABOUT THE FIM (www.fim-live.com)  

The FIM (Federation Internationale de Motocyclisme) founded in 1904, is the governing body for 
motorcycle sport and the global advocate for motorcycling. The FIM is an independent association 
formed by 113 National Federations throughout the world. It is recognised as the sole competent 
authority in motorcycle sport by the International Olympic Committee (IOC).  

Among its 50 FIM World Championships the main events are MotoGP, Superbike, Endurance, 
Motocross, Supercross, Trial, Enduro, Cross-Country Rallies and Speedway. Furthermore, the FIM is 
also active and involved in the following areas: public affairs, road safety, touring and protection 
of the environment. The FIM was the first international sports federation to impose an 
Environmental Code in 1994. 

ABOUT 2Play 

2Play is a private company specialising in international sports management, marketing and media, 
with extensive in-house expertise and in-depth knowledge of X-Trial and the management of the 
business involved. The company was co-founded by Josep Vergel and Bernard Estripeau. 

A Trial enthusiast with a career in broadcasting and communication spanning 20 years, Josep Vergel 
has developed his entire career around motorsports and specifically motorcycling, as the current 
TV Producer of several disciplines including Endurance, Six Days, and X-Trial itself among others, 
which are distributed to broadcasters worldwide. 

Bernard Estripeau helped give the discipline recognition with novel staging, original layouts and the 
atmosphere of a real motor show. In 1983, Bernard organized his first Indoor Trial in Toulouse. 
Since then, Bernard has organised, co-organised or designed the layout for almost 300 X-Trials 
around the world (Barcelona, Paris, Vienna, St. Petersburg, São Paulo, Hong Kong, Bucharest, 
etc.). 
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